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Aasrnasr

Spheroidal carbonate lapilli are present in unconsolidated ash from the upper unit of a diatreme in the Quatemary West Eifel
volcanic province of Germany. The cm-sized lapilli are carbonatite autoliths with a groundmass mineralogy dorninated (>507o)
by polycrystalline quenched carbonate. They are typically nucleated on fragmental material and are concentrically layered
around the central nuclei. The carbonatitic groundmass includes clinopyroxene (diopside), melilite, apatite, vishnevite,
magnetite, schorlomite and trace sanidine, representing the preserved composition of the erupted melt. The composition of the
calcite (SrO -2Vo, BaQ *0.5Vo and,LaYb 125-21,5) im.Flies a magmatic origin, and the equilibrium assemblage of minerals
indicates a high temperature of eruption. The presence of melilite suggests a genetic link with alkali-mafrc, melilite-beming
nephelinitic maema erupted as lava and pyroclastic rocks near the diatreme. Sanidine and melilite are widely considered to be
incompatible; however, their coexistence in the carbonatitic autotths and the presence of Oq6_s5 feldspar in syenite xenoliths
and their phonolite hosts, as well as megacrysts erupted from the diafteme, indicate that this composition has a broad petro-
logical stability and may form a major reservoir ofpotassium at low aH2O conditions in the upper mantle.

Keywords: carbonatite, extrusive, autoliths, nephelinite, melilite, sanidine, Eifel, Germany.

Sovrnaans

Des lapilli sph6roldaux de carbonate font partie de cendres non litbifi6es de funitd supdrieure d'un diatrbme form6 par
explosion dans la province volcanique de lEifel occidental, d'6ge quatemaire, en Allemagne. Ces lapilli, centim6triques,
sont des autolithes de carbonatite dont la parc est surtout (>507o) faite de carbonate trempd polycristallin. Cetle pdte, en couches
concentriques, emobe un noyau de matdriau fragmentE. l,a pite carbonatitique contient clinopyroxdne (diopside), m6lilite,
apatite, vishn6vite, magu6tite, schorlomite et une trace de sanidine, et prdserverait la composition du -agna lors de l'6ruption.
l,a composition de la calcite (-27a de SrO, -0.57o de BaO, La./Yb entre 125 et 215) implique une origine masrnatique,
et I'assemblage de min6raux en 6quilibre suppose une temp6rature 6lev6e d'6ruption. D'aprds la pr6sence de m6lilite, nous
soupgonnons un lien g6n6tique avec une suite mafique et alcaline, et en particulier avec un magna ndphelinique i m6lilite, mis
en place sous forme de lave et de produits pyroclastiques prbs du diatrbme. On considbre g6n6ralement I'association de sanidine
et de rn6lilite comme exemple de paire incompatible; toutefois, elles semblent coexister dans les autolithes caxbonatitiques.
Ce faig et la pr6sence de feldspath de composition Oq6_65 dans des x6nolithes sy6nitiques et leurs h6tes phonolitiques, de m6me
que sous forme de m6gacristaux dans les tufs de la diatrdme, montrent que cette composition possbde un champ 6tendu de
stabilit6 pdtrologique, et pourrait bien former un r6servoir majeur de potassium sous conditions de faible activit6 de HrO dans
le mantrgau.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: carbonatite, extrusion, autolithes, n6ph6linite, m6li1ite, sanidine, Eifel, Allemagne.

Ixrnotucnon

Studies of carbonatites and related rocks have
shown that extrusive carbonatites axe not as widespread
as their intrusive counte{parts, and yet they are
probably closer 10 a true melt composition. Extrusive
carbonatite rnagmatism will be potentially explosive

I hesent address: British Antaxctic Survey, High Cross,
Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0ET, U.K.

and accompanied by rapid discharge of magma.
Therefore, preserved effrrsive carbonatites (especially
lapilli, ash eruptions and melt droplets) have probably
undergone little interaction with lithologies other than
their source region. The low viscosity of carbonatitic
melts (Treiman & Schedl 1983) also encourage
efftcient separation from source rocks and rapid rate of
eruption.

Carbonatite magmatism from the Rockeskyll
complex (West Eifel, Germany) erupted autoliths
judged to be compositionally close to the original
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melt. Their proximity to alkaline mafic rocks
allows further constraints to be placed on magma
genesis.

GeoI-ocrcAt- SE"rm{c

The Quaternary West Eifel volcanic field covers an
area of approximately 600 km2 and was active from
0.6 to 0.01 Ma. The field comprises some 250 eruptive
centers (Biichel 1993) dominated by alkali-mafic lavas
and pyroclastic rocks. Within the West Eifel field,
tbree phonolitic centers have been identified @iichel
1993), one of which is located in the Rockeskyll
complex, northeast of Gerolstein (Frg. 1). In contrast,
the neighboring volcanic field of the East Eifel is
dominated by more felsic rock-types, attributed by
Schmincke et al. (1983) to a differing tectonic regime;
they considered the East Eifel to be characterized by
the development of a subsurface rnagma chamber,
absent in the West Eifel.

The occurrence of phonolitic rock-types at
Rockeskyll was noted by Hopmann (1914), who
commented on the similarity of the center to the
volcanism of the Laacher See in the East Eifel.
Parallels were drawn after finding syenite, phonolite

and sanidine fragments in the tuffs and fields to the east
of Kyllerkopf. However, he made no mention of any
genetic links with the alkali-mafic deposits of
Kyllerkopf, described by Haardt in the same year
(Ler4).

A far clearer volcanological picture is now possible
at Rockeskyll owing to extensive quarrying, a common
feature of the West Eifel landscape. Quarrying has
exposed numerous horizons of maar deposits and
revealed the limits of the crater walls. Detailed
mapping, coupled with existing magnetic data (Mertes
1982), has enabled the identification of several
eruptive centers (I, tr and Itr) within the Rockeskyll
complex (Fig. 2). The quarry exposures are shown in
Figure 3, which hiehlights the two principal centers,
Kyllerkopf hill (center III), dominated by alkali-mafic
lavas and pyroclastic rocks, and the AufDickel center
(II1 toward the northeast. Carbonatite volcanism is
restricted to Auf Dickel and forms the only known
carbonatite in the West Eifel. At Auf Dickel, 10- to
15-m cuttings expose a partly eroded diatreme that cuts
through the upper ash and some lower, bedded, but
reworked pyroclastic material. A diatreme origin is
suggested by the erupted products, fragmental carbon-
atite and syenite xenoliths, and by carbonatitic
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1983).
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Ftc. 2. Magnetic anomaly map of the volcanic complexes north and west of Rockeskyll village (adapted from Mertes 1982).

39'.|

autoliths, which are commotr in diatreme eruDtions.
This interpretation is reinforced by existing magnetic
data of the region (IVlertes 1982), clearly showing a
positive magnetic high of 1140 nT near the site of the
present exposures (Fig. 2). Biichel (1978) noted that a
positive magretic anomaly exists over many maar
craters and volcanic edifices, and has been attributed
to a '1ava plug" remaining in the fossilized conduit.
The upper ash unit of the diatreme, which hosts the
erupted xenolitls and autoliths, is devoid of bedding,

and the presence of slump structures within the unit
may indicate water-driven slumping of primary
deposits back into a depression created by the diatreme.
However, such feafures are also considered to be a
primary characteristic of tuffisite pipes (e.9.,
Schwabian field; Cloos 1941), and are a result of
fluidized emplacement. The prorimity of the vent site
is indicated by the abundance of erupted xenotths and
pyroclastic material, which decreases sharply away
from Auf Dickel.
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T?m Aur Drcxrr, DIArnsluE: Enuprsr PRoDUcrs

The composition of magmas erupted throughout the
lYest Eifel is dominantly alkaline and mafic. However,
the erupted products at Auf Dickel are distinctive in
their felsic and carbonatitic character. The tuffisite ash
that forms the upper unit of tle diatreme is host to a
wide range of alkaline and carbonatitic rock-types;
fragmental xenolitls of syenite, mafic syenite,
phonolite and biotite-+alcite carbonatite are commoq
:rs are megacrysts of water-clear sanidine and diopsidic

pyroxene. The extrusive carbonatite is erupted as
lapilli, which are spheroidal to ellipsoidal; these are
termel autoliths Gig.  ) since they are interpreted to be
cognate with the host, carbonate-rich ash. The autoliths
are carbonatitic" with more than 507o calcium
carbonate constifuting the groundmass. They are
erupted in large numbers, but do not form any
preserved horizons of lapilli.

Pelletal lapilli, including nucleated autolittrs, are
corlmon in diatreme eruptions, and are reported from
the Urach and Deckentuffpipes of the Hegau, southern
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Germany (Keller er al. 1990). Bailey (1989) also
reported magmatic lapilli from the diatreme breccias of
Rufunsa Qambia), and they me widely recognized
from kimberlitic diatremes (Ferguson et al. 1973).

ANALYnCAL Pnocsu,:RFs

Electon-microprobe analyses were performed on a
JEOL JXA-8600 Superprobe with Link analytical
AN10/85s atalyzer and LEMAS automation at the
Department of Geology, University of Bristol.
Analysis was by wavelength-dispersion methods, with
beam conditions 15 kV, 15 nA (5 nA for carbonate)
and a diameter of 5 pm (15 tim for carbonate). Data
were reduced by ZAF correction procedwes.

The cmbonate fraction was leached using 0.5 M
acetic acid and was analyzed foi the rare-earth
elements (ftEE) and other trace elements (Ba, Rb, Tb,
Nb, TA Sr, Z, IIf, Y) on separate runs, with the same
solution. Analyses were performed using a VG
PlasmaQuad ICP-MS insfiument at the Univenity of
Bristol. The solutions for REE analysis were prepared
with Re and Ru as internal standards. Blank solutions
and intemational rock standards also were nm as a
control on instrument behavior. For ftace-element
analysis, we used In as an internal standard. Each
solution was analyzed three times during the same run,
with a sample-uptake period of 3 minutes followed by
a 2O-second wash period in 57o HNO3 + orthophos-
phoric acid. T\e REE concentrations were nonnalized
to the chondritic values of Nakamura (L974), and the
remaining face elements to the chondrite values of
Thompson et al. (L984).

PslRocHEtvtrsrRy oF TTIE AtrroL[TIs

Over one hundred autoliths have been recovered
from the Auf Dickel tuffisite ash and from the soil
above the quarry face. They are concenfated at the
locality marked by the positive magnetic anomaly
(center II) in Figure 2 and are distributed sparsely in
nearby fields. Many of the collected samples have been
sliced to investigate their internal structure, to ascertain
whether they are nucleate4 what is the composition of
the nucleus, and to check for the presence or ab$ence
of concentric 2qning. Thin sections of twenty-five
randomly chosen autoliths have been prepared for
mineralogical and electron-microprobe analysis
(EMPA); their mineral composition, nucleus composi-
tion and morphology are listed in Table l. The autoliths
fall into two textural categories, although chemically
they are very simil21. Distinction is made on the basis
of grain size, with one group characterized by coarse
crystalline calcite and melilite, whereas the other gtoup
is very fine-grained, the phases only discernible by
EMPA. The coarsely crystalline autoliths are best
observed under cathodoluminesence, where the ragged
calcite laths are easily idenhfied as the dominant
luminescing phase (Fig. 5). The back-scattered electon
image @ig. 6) higblights the groundmass mineralogy
of the finer-grained autoliths, with phenocrysts of
melilite, apatite, schorlomite and calcite. Only two
of tle samples sectroned exhibit coarser-gnined
minerals, and both are cored by zoned fragments of
clinopyroxene and dominated by ragged laths of
calcite, characteristic of quenched carbonate (Keller
1989). Microprobe analyses of the calcite (Iable 2)

1cm

Flc. 4. Carbonatitic, nucleated autolith (SQlapl) from the Auf Dickel diatreme.
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TABLE 1. ST'MMARYOFAIIIOLITITMINERALOCY, MORPHOI.OGYAND NUCIEUS COMPOSMON

ADI
Arr2
AD3
ADT
AD5
AD6
AD7
AD8
AD9
ADIO
ADIl
AD12
AD13
AD14
ADI5
AD16
ADIT
AD18
AD19
AD20
RKK77
sQtapl
SQlap2
SQlap3

amph
cpx

yes
yes
no
yes
yes

yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no

cpx+ap
anph+aprcpx

"l*
aprcpx+vh fragment
maiic-rich fragment

"l*
amph+cpx

cpx
rl*

cpx+aPfml
cpx+mt

lithic fragrnent

lithic fragment
cpx
vh

cc, vh, ap, mt, mel, cpx
cc, vh, cpx, ap, mt, schl, idd, mel

cc, mel, cpx, ap, mt, schl
cc, cpx, mel, san, ap, mt, schl, vh
cc, cpx, mel, san, ap, mt, schl, vh

cc, ap, cpx, vh, mt
cc, mel, ap, cpx, vh, mt, scbl

cc, cpx, ap, idd, vh, mt
cc, mel, vh, cpx, ap, mt
cc, ap, cpx, mt, vh, idd

cc, mel, cpx, ap, schl, mt
cc, mel, cpx, ap, idd, vh, mt, schl

cc, mel, ap, cpx, vh, idd, mt
cc, mel, ap, vh, cpx, mt, schl, idd

cc, mel, cpx, ap, vh, mt idd
cc, mt cpx, ap, mel, vh

cc, ap, cpx, vh, mt idd, mel
cc, cpx, ap, mel, yh, mt idd, schl

cc, cpx, mel, ap, vh, ml, idd
cc, cpx, ap, mel, vh, mt
cc, ap, cpx, mt vh, idd

cc, mel, cpx, ap, vh, schl, mt
cc, cpx, san, idd, ap, vh, mt, mel, schl

cc, cpx, ap, idd, mt, vh, mel

zo
26
z l
31
l 6
ZU
20
18
t ,
18
l6
I'T
l6
16
15
L7
z5

Z L

26
43
40
16
16
l ' l

23
26
20
a1

l 8
2A
t7
1 a

20

L2
16
l5
l l
l4
l6
t7
t9
22
34
30
I J

15

cc, calcite; vq vishnevitq cp& clinopyroxenoi schl, scrholomile; e, aptitst mt, magnedls; san, sanidinei mel, nelilito; mph, ka€rsutite; id4 iddingsite.

Flc. 5. Cathodoluminescence photomicrograph of autolith SQlapl; luminescing phases are calcite, cc (laths) and apatite, ap
(euhedra). Field of view is 4.5 x 1.5 mm.
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FIc. 6. Back-scattered electron image of autolith (AD5) groundmass. Melilite (me), apatite (ap), schorlomite (gt), calcite (cc)
and vishnevite (vh). Scale bar: 100 pm.

reveal high levels of Sr (1.77o SrO) and Ba
(0.4VoBaO), indicative of primary magmatic carbonate
(Ngwenya & Bailey 1990).

Modal analyses have been determined for the two
coarser-grained samples, AD11 and SQlapl, excluding
the xenocrystic clinopyroxene, vishnevite and the

TABI.E2. REPRESENTATIVERFSUL$OFELECTRONMICROPROBE
ANALYSES OFIIINERALPHASES FROM ARANGE OF AUTOLTIIS

28.10
15.05
3.26
E
18.05
0.43

32.72
o.24
0.05
0.26
u
0.29
m
0.59
m
m
100.30

F@r: @l tr@ c0qed 6 FeO. Srnbol& @ d @lFeq bd belov &Aecdo, cp
clhopt@de, e elctO ry eadte, rt rlefftte, Eee @lfib, sdl sddffi, d
Ea$dtg. Ceftlodffqtop@EdbeL% 6td*

nucleus Clable 3). Mass-balance calculations using
modal proportions and microprobe data have allowed
the determination of their bulk chemistry; tlese are
listed, with that of other extrusive carbonatites, in
Table 4.

The finer-grained samples are characterized by
mm-sized phenocrysts and xenocrysts of vishnevite,
clinopyroxene, melilite and apatite in a groundmass of
the same composition. They occur as subhedral and
euhedral crystals and commonly form cores to smaller
lapilli included within the autolith groundmass. The

TABLB 3. MODAL ANAI,YSES OFCOARSELY SYSTALIjNE
CARBONATTUC AUIOLIn'SI

phas SQlapl ADlI

2.51
7.51
2.67
m
75.99
1.63
1.63
m
m
m
bd
E

0.49
B
D
m
m
95.27

si02 46.94 0.O7 2.28 36.56 47.94 43.22

AlPj 5.78 bd bd 24.48 9.43 8.29
C t 2 q 0 . 0 4 B m M E @
FeO" 10.49 O.17 0.39 1.39 4.89 5.91
Ii,tl0 0.49 0.18 bd m 0.29 0.38
MsO 10.68 0.07 bd 0.18 4.53 5.24
cs 23.95 51.20 55.31 8.93 29.U 31.95
N&O 0.57 0.05 0.37 10.14 3J4 4.65
KzO m 0.22 m 4.31 0.38 0.25
T i O ' B m m m m t r a
P2O5 D 0.12 37.05 m 0.21 0.20
SrO B l;19 0J6 0.45 m 1-05
BaO m 0.36 bd 0.39 Da m
N b 2 O 5 m u m m m m
S O 1 u m 0 . 6 5 4 , 4 9 m m
F u b d l . 6 9 b d m u
Tobl 1m.69 60.02 99.18 91.15 100.45 101.21

cafsitg
oslilite
gr@dmlss opi(
aoadb
viskYile
scborlomib
Eagnetite
grqdms
Frnb6of c@

56.E%
72

10,1
52

t23
1.9
IJ
5.0

7t4

53.r %
< a
4.O
< 7

u.7
2:7
3.0
0.4

636



TABLE 4. COMPOSITIONS OF EXTRUSIVE CARBONATTTES (ALL DrcEPT
ROCKESKYLL DATA TAKEN FROM BAILEY I93)
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Si02
AlzQ
t\4q
FeO'
CaO
Na2O
Kro
BaO
Total
An
Ab

CJ

0.39 13 t3.3 15.8 0.45
r. 1.74 1.16 0.75 0.03
0.o7 3.03 7.38 5.45 0.15
o34ll 7.93 od !d 0.98{
!d 4.44 6.111 5.49, 0d
o.22 0.4 0.2 0.07 0.41
0.2t 8.55 0.9 l.9l 0.36
54 36 39.1 38.9 52.6
0-l o;t3 2.a L92 0.04
0.05 0.2 1.3 0.22 0.5
1.82 3.32 2.5s 2.34 r.s6
nd 3.45 0.1 0.2 l.16
41.6 14.8 2!.3 22.2 39.8
nd 0.08 0,2 0.13 0.54
nd nd dd nd !d
!d nd 1.6 0.9 nd
o.4 0.63 r.r4 1.25 0.67
0,2 0.r5 0.4 0.46 0.r5
99.6 98.45 100.14$ 98.01$ 99.4

::9t rq
Al2Ol
Fao3
RO
li,ld
Mgo
co
NazO
K2o
&o5
Hp
9a
cl
s03
SrO
BaO
Tohl

Dd
0.11
0.09
0.2811
nd
0.04
u.J l
13.9
32.2
8.21
0.9
E.
34.1
2,93
4.2r
2 .18
1J3
1.04
lu2.9l

1.45 t6.2
l.0l 0,52
t35 3.91
8.3 3.69
3.12 l.3l
0.46 0.07

40.5 38.1
o.23 0.05
0.14 0.5
7 0.6
r .2  3 .12
24-6 24-l
nd !d
Bd !d
!d nd
nd nd
Dd ad
100.23 1@.08

64.29 66.43
t9.01 16.06
bd 0.41
0.15 2.25
0.07 0.22
2,63 0.49
12.60 13.93
1.02 0.18
100.86 100.07
0.35 0.62
23.55 t4.O2
73.67 78.03
1.85 7.64*

65.03
18.28
bd
o.20
0.05
3.r7
13.36
1 .  l 6
10i.65
0.23
25.94
71.21
1.92

65.05
19.26
bd
0.20
0.03
2.63
12.49
o.77
rco.92
0.15
23.86
73.79
1.41

C@lcit'@ !@qrd h *% odd4 Syolols tr& @ doL e eq Foroil: bEl !@ repdtd I
FqO!, FeOl el kortD6td @ FaO, S: ,@-!dl@ et-r,fu tu Eidd @fys @d el@.
eriw060 dtb

larger grains of clinopyroxene (>1 mm diameter)
are pale brown to green and commonly are zoned,
whereas the smaller (<1 mm diameter) fragments of
clinopyroxene are typically green-cored. The fine-
grained groundmass has been analyzed by EMPA and
has revealed a mineral assemblage consistent v/ith
tle coarser samples (Table 2): calcite (AD5), clino-
pyroxene (ADl), melilite (SQlap1, AD14), apatite
(AD13), vishnevite (SQlap3), magnetite (AD4) and
euhedra of the titanium-rich garnet schorlomite (AD5).
These phases constitute an equilibrium assemblage and
are considered to represent the composition of an
erupted melt.

The two textural types also coexist within the same
sample. Finer-grained autoliths cornmonly have an
outer concenfric rim of coarser crystalline carbonatite,
similar to tle textures observed in samples ADll
and SQlapl. These textures may indicate auto[th
nucleation and accretioo occurring at more than one
level in the diatreme. If autolith growth takes place
within the diatreme neck itself, it is possible that the
finer-grained autoliths nucleate at higher levels in
the diatreme column and are quenched prior to
recirculation within a fluidization cell. However, there
appffirs to be no systematic mineralogical variation in
the carbonatite between coarser and finer lithologies,
and analyses of groundmass pyroxene from the
core to rim have not revealed anv marked chemical
changes.

MaLn rrE AND SANIDn{E:
AN INCOIVPATBI.E ASSBMBLAGE?

The absence of plagioclase with melilite in
magmatic rocks has been noted by Yoder (1973),
although their coexistence has been reported from
hybrid rocks and in metamorphic rocks. Yoder (1973)

co@podd@lw6t€dhsL%dds, Syelols: bd:belrydlaecdorF€Or:totetb@repGtrd
6 FeO, Ar @sddb (CsAl2SlzoJ, Ah elbde (NaAlslor, or 6eel@ (KAlsqoJ, cc
€lda (BaAl"St?Oil. rtrFoSLOo @&'Er@b6.

and Soulard (1992) have demonstrated experimentally
that in olivine-free melts, melilite and plagioclase can
exist in equilibrium. The apparent incompatibility of
alkali feldspar and melilite also has been illustrated
(Yoder 1985), although an example has been reported
in a melilite nephelinite in Djebel Targou, Morocco
(Velde & Rachdi 1988). Another possible example has
been noted by Stoppa & Cundari (1995).

Microlaths (<100 pm) of sanidine coexisting with
melilite have been noted in two of the finer-grained
carbonatitic autoliths (AD4, AD5). The sanidine is
chemically similar to the water-clear sanidine erupted
as megacrysts and present within the syenite xenoliths
(Iable 5), with the exception of the FeO content, which
is significantly higher in the sanidine of the autolith.
Bailey & Schairer (1966) atributed the high-Fe nature
of the alkali feldspars to their higher-temperature
genesis, where the structure is expanded, and Fe can be
accommodated. This observation is congruent with
the likely high+emperature source regions of the
carbonatitic autoliths and the lower-temperature source
of the syenite xenoliths, erupted from the Auf Dickel
diatreme. Velde & Rachdi (1988) attributed the
coexistence of sanidine and melilite to the anomalously
high Sr in the nephelinitic melt. This proposal was
based on the high Sr content of the melilite (l2%o Sfr),
which was judged to be the only phase able to
crystallize from a Sr-rich, silica-undersaturated melt,
since the coexisting nosean can only accommodate up
to27o SrO1' the P2O5 content of the melt was too low to
allow sufficient apatite to crystall2e and accommodate
the excess Sr. However, tlis explanation for the
occrurence of K-feldspar and melilite by Velde &
Rachdi (1988) is now regarded as not entirely
satisfactory (D. Velde, pers. comm., 1993).

The petrogenetic scenario at Rockeskyll has few
parallels with the nephelinite of Morocco. Although

TABI3 5. GBMICAL @MPO$IION OF SANIDINB FROM AIJF DICKEL RffiS
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the Sr content of the carbonatite is high, it partitions
strongly into the calcite and the apatite, whereas the
melilite rarely contains more than LVo SrO (Table 2).
The occurrence of sanidine in the autoliths of Auf
Dickel as <100 pm laths has only been identified
following detailed EMPA. Conditions favorable to the
crystallization of sanidine are high activities of K, Si
and low activity of H2O, whereas conditions favorable
to melilite include high Na in the melt and an alkalinily
ratio [(Na+K/Al] greater than 0.8. Early crystallization
of melilite, nesemFanied by calcite, will have driven
the melt toward a Si and K-rich composition;
providing the aH2O is low, following the crystal-
ltzatron of vishnevite, then conditions may favor the
formation of sanidine.

Sanidine is present in many of the alkaline rocks at
Rockeskyll and Auf Dickel. Its occurrence in syenite,
phonolite, carbonatite and as water-clear megacrysts
indicates that the composition Orre*, has a broad
stability. Potassic feldspar of Oqe_s5 composition has
been reported from other alkaline-carbonatite
provinces : Rufunsa, Zanbia (Liyungu L992), I-aasher
See, East Eifel (Taylor et al. L967), Polino, Italy
(Stoppa & Lupini 1993) and northeastem Scotland
(Aspen et al. 1990). Sanidine (Or$_ss) from a
coesite-grospydite xenolith (Sharp er aI. 1992) and
from diamond (Novgorodov et al. 1,990) testifies to its
stabi[ty at higher pressures and confirms it may forrn a
major potassic phase at conditions where hydrous
phases are unstable (Bailey 1987).

CensoNar[E Cns drsrRv AND
TTD CALCFICATION HYPONNSTS

Three autolith samples were selected for trace-
element analysis, to determine the abundances of
large-ion lithophile elements (ULE) nd high-field-
strength elements (HFSE in the carbonate fraction.
The samples ADl, AD2 and AD4 are ellipsoidal and
2.5 to 3 cm in diarneter. Only AD4 is nucleated on a
core, hence the powdered samples are dominated by
groundmass mineralogy and as such are closer in
composition to an erupted melt. To eliminate the
xenocrystic material from analysis and to i$olate
the carbonate fraction, the samples were acid-leached
in 0.5 M acetic acid for 90 minutes at 200'C. The
leachates revealed carbonate levels of 58Vo.65Vo and
68Vo n samples AD4, ADl and AD2, respectively,
similar to the calcite modes of the crystalline autoliths
(AD1 1, SQlapl ; Table 2).

The results (Frg. 7) for the three samples are plotted
with the average carbonatite of Nelson et al. (L988).
The high levels of the LILE are characteristic of
calciocarbonatites. whereas the low levels of the
HFSE are the result of the resistance to leaching of
the schorlomite garnet and magnetite, as these are the
major depository minerals for the heavy rare-earth
elements (HREE), Zr, Ti, Nb, Ta and IIf. The I/FSE
levels in the average carbonatite ofNelson e/ al. (1988)
are indicative ofthe presence ofpyrochlore, garnet and
masnetite in the carbonatite.
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FIc. 7. Variation diagram for the acid-soluble fraction of Auf Dickel autoliths compared
to the average carbonatite of Nelson er aL (1988).
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T\e ULE-eniched signature and the Sr, Ba levels in
the calcite unequivocally classify the carbonate as
magmatic, making it distinct from altered alkali
carbonatites (Hay & O'Neil 1983). The carbonatite
volcano of Oldoinyo Lengai in northern Tanzania
erupts alkali carbonatite lavas @awson 1962). T\e
alkali-carbonate minerals nyerereite and gregoryite are
water-soluble and hygroscopic, and therefore highly
susceptible to removal under surface conditions, where
they are often assumed to be replaced by calcite. This
has prompted suggestions that many calciocarbonatites
are replacements of a primary alkali carbonatite. The
calcite laths within the Rockeskyll autoliths are poly-
crystalline, with ragged, feathery margins, a texture
that might be compared with pseudomorphs of alkali
carbonate (Hay & O'Neil 1983). The replacement
hypothesis is dependent upon percolating solutions of
meteoric water crystallizing calcite at low temperature,
which would involve the rejection of Sr (Shearman &
Shirmohammadi 1969), Ba and other incompatible
elements. However, the high levels of these elements in
the Rockeskyll carbonates seem to rule out a low-
temperature calcification of alkali carbonatite. Also,
the pristine nature of the melilite indicates minimal
alteration of the Auf Dickel autoliths, whereas the
abundance of apatite (Table 3) indicates a fa1 highsl
solubility of F than is possible in alkali carbonate melts
(Gittins & Jago 1991). In summary, the polycrystalline
nature of the calcite may be a primary quench-related
feature or a result ofinversion from a high-temperature
to a low-temperature form.

OPJGn{s oF CARBoNATnE AND
rrn Axer-r-Merrc CoNNncnoN

Bailey (1993) listed known occlurences of extrusive
carbonatites (Iable 4) and reported their field associa-
tions with silicate rock-types. Although all carbonatites
are not associated with silicate rock-types, the
occurrence of carbonatite in association with
nephelinite, melilitite and phonotte is widespread (t e
Bas 1977), and the role of CO2 in the genesis of all
such magma-types is paramount @aney D74).

The scenario at Rockeskyll is the familiar
association of carbonatitic, nephelinitic and phonolitic
magma-types. Spatial links between these lithotypes
are clear, with carbonate and felsic magmatism
restricted to the diatreme. and alkali-mafic lavas and
pylroclastic units to the neighboring eruptive center of
Kyllerkopf hill. H6wsysr, the mineral assemblages
imply genetic lhks among carbonatite, the alkali-mafic
rocks and the felsic rocks.

The presence of melilite in the carbonatitic autoliths
and the capping lavas of Kyllerkopf hill indicates
possible links between source regions. Experimental
work by Lloyd (1985) on olivine melilitite indicated
that Ca (and, by inference, other cations) as well as Na
and K promote the crystallization of melilite. Yoder

(1973) also remarked upon the importance of Ca, and
specifically carbonate, in the crystallization of melilite,
and commented on its association with limestone,
marble and carbonatite. The case for a genetic link
between melilite- and carbonate-bearing magmas is
strong and has been proposed for the eruptive suites at
Kerimasi, Tanzanta (Mariano & Roeder 1983) and the
Kaiserstuhl in Germany (Keller 1984). The Kaiserstuhl
alkaline complex consists of olivine nephelinite,
melilitite, tephrite, phonolite and carbonatite, and as
such presents parallels to the Quaternary volcanic
rocks of Rockeskyll. Keller (1984) proposed a close
genetic link berween carbonatite and calcite - melilite
- haiiyne nephelinite ("bergalite") at Kaiserstuhl. This
observation was supported by Schleicher et al. (L990),
who showed the Sr-isotope systematics of the melilite-
bearing melts and the carbonatites to be consistent with
a genetic link, with '"bergalite" forming the inter-
mediate composition. Isotopic evidence from t}le
Rockeskyll complex also is compatible with a genetic
link between the carbonatitic rocks of Auf Dickel and
the melilite nephelinite of Kyllerkopf hill. Carbonatitic
autoliths have a 87Srf6Sr value of 0.7(X21 t 0.00014,
and the capping melilite nephelinite lava from
Kyllerkopf hill has a 87srf6sr value of 0.7M51 x.
0.00012 (Riley 1994).

Gittins (1989) commented on the problems
associated with the origin of carbonatitic magmas and
rejected ideas involving crystal fractionation from a
carbonated alkali-mafic magma on the grounds that
CO, activity is too low to allow abundant carbonate to
crystallize. He highlighted the problems of trace-
element budgeting between carbonatitic and
nephelinitic magmas. The evidence supporting primary
carbonate melts is now growing in support (e.9., Bailey
1989). Dalton & Wood (1993) have demonstrated
experimentally that calcium carbonate melts can be
produced by reacting near-solidus carbonate melts
from mantle peridotite with depleted mantle wallrock.
Primary melts from mantle lherzolite (>25 kbar) have
Cal(Ca + Mg) values of 0.724.74. Reaction of these
melts with depleted mantle assemblages (lherzolite,
harzburgite) at lower pressure drives the melt
composition to aCal(Ca + Mg + Fe + Na) value of up
to 0.95, providing the wallrock (lherzolite, harzburgite)
is converted to wehrlite (olivine + clinopyroxene).
These results confirm that Ca-Mg carbonate melts may
erupt directly from the mantle and that calcium
carbonate melts are the product of reaction with mantle
peridotite.

Wehrlite compositions are enriched l,lnthe LILE rel-
ative to depleted mantle assemblages. Therefore, they
provide a possible parent for mantle-derived
nephelinitic and melilite-bearing melts without the
problem of requiring an ulna-low degree of partial
melting of a lherzolitic composition in order to
concentrate the required incompatible elements. The
problem with low-degree partial melting is apparent
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when the volume of alkali-mafic magma erupted in the
West Bifel is considered. Within a time span of only
0.5 Ma, 1.7 km3 (Mertes & Schmincke 1983) of
dominantly nephelinitic, leucititic and melilite-bearing
magmas were erupted; therefore, melt production
would have to be far higher than the minute fractions of
melt proposed to concentrate the ULE from a depleted
mantle source. This petrogenetic problem was
approached by Frey et al. (L978), who used a pyrolite
starting composition with the ULE at 6-9 times
chondritic values and infened fractions of.4-:7Vo partral
melt to generate olivine melilitite and olivine
nephelinite. Wehdite and trace-element-enriched
lherzolite from the West Eifel are characterized by
LILE contents at 1G-30 times chondritic values
(Fenwick 1991). Hence even a larger degree ofpartial
melting can be envisaged than that proposed by Frey
et al. (1978), thus providing a suitable model for
alkali-mafic magma production in the West Eifel.

Recent attempts to explain events of mantle
enrichment have implicated carbonate melts to produce
the observed mineralogical and geochemicall changes.
Green & Wallace (1988), Thibault et al. (1992),
Fenwick (1991), Yaxley et al. (1991) andlonov et al.
(1993) all looked to mantle-derived carbonate melt and
alkaline silicate melt as a viable mechanism for
producing enrichment n the ULE and converting
depleted mantle assemblages to wehrlite and ultimately
olivine clinopyroxenite. The appearance of REE-rich
phases (monazite, apatite) and, in some cases, remnant
pockets of carbonate (Ionov er aI. 1993) in mantle
xenoliths all point to interaction of depleted
mantle with a melt with a signature that is carbonatitic.
The implications are that interaction with carbonate
melt and also an alkali-rich component acts as a
precursor to the genesis of alkali-mafic magm4 a link
that is upheld by field observations in the West Eifel.
The dominantly alkali-mafic eruptive rocks are
accompanied by suites of lherzolite, harzburgite,
wehrlite and olivine clinopyroxenite xenoliths with
trace-element signatures indicative of interaction
with carbonate melt (Fenwick 1991" T\ibault et al.
1992).

CoNcrustoNs

l. Extrusive carbonatites, erupted as autoliths from
an explosive diaheme pipe, represent the only known
carbonatite of the West Eifel. The autoliths have
typically nucleated on crystal or lithic fragments and
are characterized by groundmass mineralogy of calcite,
melilite, diopside, vishnevite, apatite, schorlomite,
magnetite and trace sanidine. The groundmass
constitutes an equilibrium assemblage and is
considered to represent the composition of the erupted
melt.
2. The calcification hypothesis is not deemed valid for
the autolith carbonates. The carbonate chemistrv

retains its magmatic signature, with LalYb ratios of
125-2L5 and Sr and Ba contents in the calcite of. L.7Vo
SrO and 0.47o BaO, respectively. The pristine nature of
the melilite seems to rule out any interaction befween
the autoliths and meteoric water.
3. Genetic links between the carbonate magma and
melilite nephelinite of a neighboring center are inferred
from Sr-isotope chemistry and the melilite connection.
Partial melting of peridotite and wallrock reaction are
favored to explain the origin of carbonatitic magma
and provide the source rocks for the associated alkali-
mafic magmas.
4. The petrologically incompatible assemblage of
melilite and sanidine is reported from the groundmass
ofthe carbonatite autoliths. The sanidine composition
is close to that of the feldspar erupted as megacrysts
and rvithin the syenites and phonolites from the
diatreme pipe (Orzo+s). Sanidine from other carbon-
atite - 2lkaline provinces (Rufunsa, Zambia; Laacher
See, Germany; northeastern Scotland) and diamond-
bearing eruptive rocks testily to its broad pefrological
stability, it may form a major reservoir of potassium in
the upper mantle.
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